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a b s t r a c t

A hybrid photovoltaic and thermoelectric device can effectively increase utilization of solar systems. In
this article, an analytical model to evaluate the fatigue cracking and its effect on electric power of a
hybrid photovoltaic-thermoelectric device is proposed. Both the analytical and simplified expressions of
crack length and electric power versus the cyclic number are presented. It is found that combining
thermoelectric module with photovoltaic cell of a small temperature coefficient 0.001 K-1 can improve
the total electric power by 7.8%. Inclusion of thermoelectric module with photovoltaic cell of a large
temperature coefficient 0.004 K-1 reduces the total electric power by 3.3%. The electric power of the
hybrid device is inversely proportional to the cyclic number. For photovoltaic cells with small temper-
ature coefficient, the total electric power decreases with crack propagation. The total electric power
increases with crack propagation for photovoltaic cells of large temperature coefficient. The thickness
ratio of photovoltaic cell to the insulating layer is optimized to eliminate the interlaminar shear stress
thus greatly enhance lifetime. Lifetime of the hybrid devices can be availably improved by appropriately
increasing thickness of the insulating layer. The optimized length of thermoelectric module for obtaining
the maximum electric power output is given.

© 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Energy is always a significant issue for daily life and social
development. The surrounding environment exists amount of en-
ergy including vibration, heat, wind, especially solar energy those
can be harvested and converted into electric power [1,2]. Solar
energy has numerous advantages including renewable, easily
accessible, abundant, free and clean [3]. The solar radiation falling
on the earth's surface every year is about 3400000 EJ, a value that is
7500 times higher than the total energy consumption of the whole
world [4]. Additionally, the solar energy can be easily harvested and
converted into electric energy through photovoltaic (PV) technol-
ogy. Thus, research on photovoltaic cells has attracted great
attention from both academia and industry [5]. In the process of
solar energy converting into electricity, a large fraction of the solar
radiation is degraded and released as heat. However, the PV
ngbl@hit.edu.cn (B.L. Wang),
performances of the commercial photovoltaic cells generally
decrease with temperature [6]. Fortunately, the solid-state TE
generators have the ability in directly converting the unwanted
heat in the photovoltaic cells into electricity [7]. Thus, the hybrid
PV-TE devices are naturally proposed to enhance the total energy
conversion performance.

The TE module in the hybrid devices plays a two-fold manner:
passively cooling down the photovoltaic cell and converting the
unnecessary heat accumulating in the photovoltaic cells into elec-
tricity [8,9]. Therefore, the total electric power output of the hybrid
device is greatly improved with comparison to the TE module and
the photovoltaic cell working alone. For instance, it is observed that
efficiency and the electric power for a monocrystalline PV cell
working alone can be respectively improved 0.59% and 5.06% by
integrating with the TE module [10]. In practical applications, a
concentrator is commonly employed to enhance solar radiation. For
the commercially used photovoltaic cells, it was found that the
polycrystalline and amorphous silicon thin-films were suitable for
forming the concentrated hybrid PV-TE devices, and the polymer
photovoltaic cells were more appropriate for assembling the non-
concentrated hybrid devices [11,12].
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Nomenclature

A Cross-sectional area [m2]
a Length of fatigue crack [m]
C Geometric concentration factor
E Young's modulus [GPa]
F axial force [N]
G Solar radiance [W/m2]
H Thickness [m]
I Electric current [A]
K Stress intensity factor [Pa m1/2]
k Thermal conductivity [W/(m,K)]
L Length of TE leg [m]
NF Fatigue life
P Power output [W]
qin Incident heat flux [W/m2]
q1 Heat flux inputs into TE module [W]
q0 Heat flux outputs from TE module [W]
R Electric resistance [U]
s Seebeck coefficient [V/K]
Tpv Temperature of solar cell [K]
T1 Temperature at hot side of TE module [K]
T0 Temperature at cold side of TE module [K]

Greek letters
a Coefficient of thermal expansion [1/K]
bref Temperature coefficient of solar cell [1/K]
g Thermal conductance of TE module [W/K]
ε Strain
h Energy conversion efficiency
k Thermal resistance [K/W]
l Absorptivity of the solar cell
y Poisson's ratio
r Electrical resistivity [U,m]
t Interlaminar shear stress [GPa]
j Coefficient of axial compliance of equivalent solar cell

[m/N]

Subscripts
c Cooper strip
n N-type thermoelectric leg
p P-type thermoelectric leg
pv Solar cell
ref Reference performance at 298.15 K
TE Thermoelectric module
t Electric insulation layer
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To further understand the characteristics and improve perfor-
mance of the hybrid devices, numerous researches have been car-
ried out. For example, feasibility of the hybrid devices was
numerically analyzed [13]. The geometric configuration and ther-
moelectric figure-of-merit were optimized to generate a larger
electric power output for the hybrid devices [14,15]. Additionally,
effect of the cooling system in the hybrid devices on performance
was also studied. For the hybrid PV-TE devices with a cooling sys-
tem (heat pipe), it was reported that efficiency was 1.47% higher
with comparison to that without cooling systems at a concentration
ratio of 6 [16]. When the solar radiation was 5000 W/m2 and the
flow rate of coolant in the heat sink was 80 g/min, it was reported
that the electric power of a hybrid device sandwiched by a micro-
channel heat sink can reach 440 W/m2, a value 1.2 times bigger
than that without a heat sink [17]. Considering the hybrid PV-TE
devices have more contact interfaces than the TE modules and
the photovoltaic cells working alone, effect of the thermal re-
sistances on performance was also analyzed. It was found that the
electric power of the photovoltaic cells and the TE modules were
improved at least 14% and 60% due to the decreasing thermal
contact resistances [18]. The hybrid PV-TE devices even lost its
superiority of improving the total electric power output if the
thermal resistances were very huge. For example, efficiency of the
hybrid devices and the reproductive photovoltaic cells working
alone was 16.5% and 17.2% at the thermal contact resistance of 500
Kmm2/W [19]. It was also found that the electric power of the
photovoltaic cells and the TE modules in the hybrid devices could
respectively improve 14% and 60% [20]. Therefore, it is very sig-
nificant to reduce the thermal resistances to improve performance
of the hybrid devices. All these contributions have developed of the
hybrid PV-TE devices.

In the engineering applications, the high thermal loadings
usually cause badly interlaminar stress in the composite structures
[21,22]. It was found that there were abundant cracks in the TE
module subjected to the thermal cyclic loadings, as shown in Fig. 1
[23]. It was reported that the thermoelectric figure-of-merit could
reduce 20% through 40000 thermal cycles [24]. When the TE
module subjected to a repeated thermal cycling from 30 �C to
924
160 �C, it was observed that the power output was approximately
dropped 11% after 6000 cycles [25]. The sunlight impinging on the
photovoltaic cells varies with time. Therefore, the hybrid PV-TE
system under the cyclic thermal loadings will be destroyed by fa-
tigue accumulation [26]. Physically, crack propagation weakens the
ability of hybrid PV-TE system to transfer heat and conduct elec-
tricity, this certainly reduces the performance of the hybrid devices.
However, characteristics of fatigue cracking and its influence on
energy conversion performance of the hybrid devices are absent.
Therefore, this paper firstly proposes a mathematical model to
evaluate the fatigue cracking and its effect on electric power of the
hybrid devices. Results obtained in this paper can provide a theo-
retical guideline for design, preparation and performance evalua-
tion of the PV-TE devices. The computational code is developed in
the mathematical programming environment Matlab. The data
analysis and graphing are carried out in the software OriginPro. The
details how to solve the mathematical model to obtain its fatigue
life and electric power are presented in Sec. 3.

2. Energy conversion performance

Schematic diagram of a photovoltaic-thermoelectric (PV-TE)
hybrid device is given in Fig. 2. The thermoelectric module can
further convert the unnecessary heat in the photovoltaic cells into
electricity and simultaneously cool the photovoltaic cells. To avoid
the short circuit problem between the photovoltaic cells and the
metal interconnectors (e.g. cooper strip), an insulating layer is
deposited at the top surface of the interconnector. The TE module
consists of the n- and p-type TE legs, sandwiched by an insulating
layer whose thickness can be ignored. The TE legs and the inter-
connectors are assembled together using the silver paste as
bonding agent. To analyze the effect of fatigue cracking on energy
conversion performance, a through crack with length a is consid-
ered, as shown in Fig. 2.Without loss of generality, the heat flux and
electric current are considered completely blocked at the crack
region. Effects of crack on thermal transfer and electrical conduct
are described, respectively, by thermal and electrical resistances.

Thickness of the n- and p-type TE legs are Hn and Hp. Length and



Fig. 1. The TE module before (a) and after (b) thermal cycling [23].

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the PV-TE devices. 1-solar concentrator, 2-photovoltic
cell, 3-insulating layer, 4-metal interconnector, 5-n-type TE leg, 6-p-type TE leg, 7-
heat sink.
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width of the TE module are L and W. Thickness of the photovoltaic
cell, the insulating layer and the metal interconnector are Hpv, Ht
and Hc. When heat conduction in the hybrid device reaches the
steady-state, temperature of the photovoltaic cell is Tpv, tempera-
ture at y¼ L and y¼ 0 are T1 and T0. Additionally, it is assumed that:
(1) The heat conduction is one-dimensional due to the thermal
loading applying along the length direction. (2) Radiation and
convection between the hybrid device and the ambient is neglec-
ted. (3) Thickness of the bonding agent (silver paste) is neglected
except calculating the thermal resistance and electrical resistance.

It is reported that the incident heat flux impinging on the
photovoltaic cell is [27] qin ¼ lCG, in which l is absorptivity, C de-
notes the geometric concentration factor and G represents the
directly incident solar radiance. For a concrete working condition
(the solar radiance G is determined), value of qin can be treated as a
constant. According to the principle of energy conservation, the
electric power and efficiency of a photovoltaic cell is [14,15]:

Ppv ¼ qinApvhpv (1)

hpv ¼ href

h
1� bref

�
Tpv � Tref

�i
(2)

where Apv is cross-sectional area of the photovoltaic cell, href rep-
resents the reference efficiency measured at temperature
Tref ¼ 298.15 K, bref denotes the corresponding temperature
925
coefficient.
As shown in Eqs. (1) and (2), the electric power and efficiency of

a photovoltaic cell are functions with respect to its temperature Tpv.
The heat conduction law indicates that relationship between Tpv
and T1 holds [27]:

Tpv � T1 ¼ qinApv
�
1� hpv

��
kpv þ kt þApv

kc þ ks
An þ Ap

�
(3)

where An and Ap respectively denote cross-sectional areas of the n-
and p-type TE legs, kpv, kt, kc and ks are thermal resistances of the
photovoltaic cell, the insulating layer, the metal interconnector and
silver paste defined as [27]: kpv ¼ Hpv/(kpvApv), kt ¼ Ht/(ktApv),
kc ¼ Hc/(kcApv) and ks ¼ Hs/(ksApv), in which kpv, ke, kc and ks
represent thermal conductivities of the photovoltaic cell, the
insulating layer, the metal interconnector and silver paste, Hs is
thickness of the silver paste.

The material properties (especially thermal conductivity, See-
beck coefficient and electrical resistivity) of the thermoelectric
materials are sensitive to temperature [28]. Here, the temperature-
dependent material properties of the TE mode are used. By using
the heat conduction law again, the relationship between T1 and T0
holds [27]:

T1 � T0 ¼
�
1�hpv

�ð1�hTEÞ
Apvð1� uÞ
An þ Ap

qinL
kne þ kpe

(4)

where u is a non-dimensional damage parameter defined as u ¼ a/
Hn, u ¼ 0 means there is no crack, u ¼ 1 indicates the whole TE leg
is separated from the metal interconnector and the hybrid PV-TE
device is crashed for this case, hTE represents efficiency of the TE
module, kne and kpe are equivalent thermal conductivities given by

Ref. [29]: kne ¼ R T1
T0 kndT=DT and kpe ¼ R T1

T0 kpdT=DT , in which DT ¼
T1 � T0 denotes temperature drop across TE module, kn and kp are
temperature-dependent thermal conductivities of TE legs. Simi-
larly, the equivalent Seebeck coefficient and equivalent electrical

resistivity are, respectively, defined as [29]: sie ¼ R T1
T0 sidT=DT and

rie ¼ R T1
T0 ridT=DT ; ði¼0n0;0p0Þ.

From the perspective of energy conservation, the heat flux at
y ¼ L is [30,31]:

q1 ¼gð1�uÞDT þ �
spe þ sne

�
T1I � 0:5I2RTE (5)

and the heat flux at y ¼ 0 is [30,31]:

q0 ¼gð1�uÞDT þ �
spe � sne

�
T0I þ 0:5I2RTE (6)

where g and RTE are thermal resistance and internal electric re-
sistances of the TE module, respectively defined as
g ¼ (kpeAp þ kneAn)/L and RTE ¼ (rpe/Ap þ rne/An)L, the electric



Fig. 3. The mathematical model for interlaminar stress analysis.
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current in the TE module is defined as [32] I ¼ (spe � sne)DT/
(RTE þ RL þ Rcont), in which RL denotes the external electrical
resistance, Rcont ¼ rsHs/[(An þ Ap)(1 � u)] denotes the electrical
contact resistance, rs is the electrical resistivity of the silver paste.

Now, the electric power and efficiency of the TE module are:

PTE ¼ q1 � q0 ¼
�
spe � sne

�
DTI � I2RTE (7)

hTE ¼
PTE
q1

¼
�
spe � sne

�
DTI � I2RTE

gð1� uÞDT þ �
spe � sne

�
T1I � 0:5I2RTE

(8)

As shown in Eq. (8), hTE is a function versus T1 and T0. Generally,
value of T0 is known. This means value of hTE is only determined by
T1. Additionally, Eqs. (2) and (3) clearly show that hpv is also
determined by T1 for the concrete solar radiance. Thus, temperature
of TE module at the hot side will be derived subsequently. Applying
Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) gives:

hpv ¼ href

1� brefqinApv

�
kpv þ kt þ Apv

kcþks
AnþAp

�
� bref

�
T1 � Tref

�

1� brefhrefqinApv

�
kpv þ kt þ Apv

kcþks
AnþAp

�

(9)

By substituting of Eqs. (8) and (9) into Eq. (4), one can obtain:
T1 � T0 ¼
h1 þ hrefbrefT1

h2

gð1� uÞDT þ �
spe � sne

�
T0I þ 0:5I2RTE

gð1� uÞDT þ �
spe � sne

�
T1I � 0:5I2RTE

Apvð1� uÞ
An þ Ap

qinL
kne þ kpe

(10)
together with

h1 ¼1� href � hrefbrefTref (11)

h2 ¼1� brefhrefqinApv

�
kpv þ kt þApv

kc þ ks
Ap þ An

�
(12)

The solution of Eq. (10) in this paper is solved with a numerical
method. The computational code can be programmed in the
mathematical programming environmentMatlab. By using Eq. (10),
one can plot a curve G versus T1 for a given value of the solar
radiance qin. The intersection point between G and the x-axis must
be the root of Eq. (10). The electric power of the photovoltaic cell
and the TE module can be directly solved by applying the known T1
into Eqs. (1) and (7). Efficiency of the photovoltaic cell and the TE
module can also be obtained by applying T1 into Eqs. (9) and (8).
Finally, the total electric power and efficiency of the hybrid device
are PPV-TE ¼ Ppv þ PTE and hPV-TE ¼ PPV-TE/(qinApv).

3. Fatigue cracking

Comparing to the length of thermoelectric (TE) legs, thickness of
photovoltaic cell, insulating layer and metal interconnectors are
small. Additionally, both insulating layer and interconnector have
excellent thermal conductivities. Temperatures of the insulating
layer and the interconnector are approximately equal to tempera-
ture of the photovoltaic cell. Thus, an equivalent module of the
photovoltaic cell with thickness h ¼ Hpv þ Ht þ Hc is employed to
represent the whole photovoltaic cell, the insulating layer and the
metal interconnector, as shown in Fig. 3.
926
The mismatched axial displacements between the equivalent
photovoltaic cell and the adjacent TE module resulted from the
thermal stress will lead to the progressive mechanical failure of the
hybrid photovoltaic-thermoelectric (PV-TE) devices. Considering
the fact that the equivalent photovoltaic cell is much thinner than
TE module, the hybrid device of Fig. 3 is regarded as a film (the
equivalent solar cell) covering a substrate (TE module and heat
sink). The interlaminar shear stress is denoted by t(x). The axial
force in the equivalent solar cell is expressed as F(x). In the crack
region [�Hn, a � Hn], the interlaminar shear stress is zero since the
crack surfaces are free.

Due to both the insulating layer and the cooper strip have great
thermal conductivity and small thickness, it is assumed that tem-
perature of the equivalent photovoltaic cell is still Tpv. Then, the
axial strain of the equivalent photovoltaic cell reads [33,34]:

εsolar ¼asolar
�
Tpv � T0

�� jFðxÞ (13)

where j ¼ (1 � ysolar)/(Esolarh) represents the coefficient of axial
compliance [34], ysolar denotes Poisson's ratio, asolar represents the
coefficient of thermal expansion and Esoalr is elastic modulus of the
equivalent photovoltaic cell (The deriving process is given in
Appendix A).

The axial strain of TE module resulted from the shear stress and
the thermal loading is [35]:

εe ¼ 2
pEe

ðHp

a�Hn

tðxÞ
x� x

dxþ aeðT1 � T0Þ (14)

where ae and Ee are the equivalent elastic modulus and the
equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion of the TE module, those
are presented in Appendix B.

The relationship between t(x) and F(x) holds: FðxÞ ¼ �
W

R x
a�Hn

tðxÞdx. Taking the strain compatibility condition εsolar ¼ εe

into account, one can obtain:
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2
pEe

ðHp

a�Hn

tðxÞ
x� x

dx�jW
ðx

a�Hn

tðxÞdx ¼ DεT (15)

in which DεT ¼ asolarðTpv � T0Þ� aeðT1 � T0Þ.
By using the coordinate transformations x ¼ xðHn þ Hp � aÞ=

2þ ðHp þ a � HnÞ=2, �1< x<1 and x ¼ xðHn þ Hp þ aÞ= 2þ ðHp þ
a � HnÞ=2, � 1< x<1, Eq. (15) can be normalized to give:

2
pEe

ð1

�1

tðxÞ
x� x

dx�j

2
WHe

ð
�1

xtðxÞdx¼DεT (16)

where He ¼ Hn þ Hp � a represents the effective thickness of the TE
module. The solution of the interlaminar shear stress in Eq. (16) has
been presented in Refs. [36,37], that is:

tðxÞ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� x2

p X∞
m¼0

bmYmðxÞ;�1 < x < 1 (17)

where bm is the unknown parameters, YmðxÞ is the Chebyshev
polynomials of the first kind. Considering no external mechanical
loadings acting at the hybrid PV-TE device of Fig. 3, the interlaminar

shear stress must hold
RHp

a�Hn
tðxÞdx ¼ 0, this can be used to give

b0 ¼ 0.
Now, applying Eq. (17) into Eq. (16) gives:

2
Ee

X∞
m¼1

bm
sin½ðmþ1ÞarccosðxÞ�

sin½arccosðxÞ� þj

2
WHe

X∞
m¼1

bm
m

sin½marccosðxÞ�¼DεT

(18)

Mathematically, Eq. (18) can be solved with the collocation
method. By choosing the interpolation points x¼ cos½ð2i�
1Þp=ð2MÞ�; i¼ 1;2;3; :::; M, Eq. (18) reduces to

2
Ee

XM
m¼1

bm
sin

�
m 2i�1

2M p

�

sin
�
2i�1
2M p

� þj

2
WHe

XM
m¼1

bm
m

sin
�
m

2i� 1
2M

p

�

¼DεT; i¼1;2; :::;M (19)

By solving Eq. (19), one can obtain the solution of the parameters
bm and expression of t(x) is also obtained. Then, the stress intensity
factors at x ¼ Hp and x ¼ a� Hn are given by Ref. [36]: Kright ¼
lim
x/Hp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pðHp � xÞp

tðxÞ and Kleft ¼ lim
x/a�Hn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2pðxþ Hn � aÞp

tðxÞ. With

the use of Eq. (17), the stress intensity factors Kright and Kleft reduces
to:

Kright¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pHe

2

r XM
m¼1

bm;Kleft ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pHe

2

r XM
m¼1

ð�1Þmbm (20)

The fatigue crack will propagate when Kmax > Ks, in which Ks is
the fracture toughness of the silver paste that can be determined by
fracture experiment, Smax represents the maximum value of Kright
and Kleft. The critical loading of crack propagation can be obtained
by setting Kmax ¼ Ks. Under the cyclic solar radiation, the fatigue
cracking behavior of the hybrid devices will be evaluated. By using
the Paris law, the crack growth rate reads to Refs. [38,39]:

da
dN

¼C1ðDKÞC2 (21)
927
where a denotes the crack length, N is the cyclic number of solar
radiation, DK represents the stress intensity factor range, C1 and C2
denote Paris' constants (C2 is also called the Paris' index of fatigue
crack growth) determined by materials. Physically, values of Kright
and Kleft are zero for the case of no solar radiation, this means
DK ¼ Kmax.

For the given solar radiance, the length of fatigue crack after N
cycles and the effect of fatigue cracking on performance of the
hybrid devices are evaluated with the iteration method. The
computational code is developed in the mathematical program-
ming environment Matlab. The technical route of this paper is
illustrated in Fig. 4 and outlined as follows: (I) For the given initial
crack length a0 and solar radiation G, calculating temperature of the
photovoltaic cell Tpv and temperature at the hot side of the TE
module T1 with Eqs. (3) and (10); (II) Calculating distribution of the
interlaminar shear stress t(x) with Eq. (17); (III) Determining the
maximum value of Kleft and Kright with Eq. (20); (IV) After one
thermal cycle, calculating the new crack length awith Eq. (21) and
judging whether a < ac is satisfied, in which ac is the critical length
of fatigue crack; (V) For the case of a < ac, determining the total
electric power PPV-TE and efficiency hPV-TE with Eqs. (1), (5) and (7);
(VI) Repeating the above steps and updating the crack length after
each thermal cycle and power output until a > ac, the number of
thermal cycle is considered as the fatigue life. With the above
iteration method, one can evaluate the fatigue life and reveal the
effect of fatigue cracking on performance of the PV-TE devices.

4. Model verification

Dimensions and material properties of the photovoltaic sell are
Hpv ¼ 0.3 mm, kpv ¼ 148 W/(m,K), l ¼ 0.9, href ¼ 15% and
bref ¼ 0.004 K-1 [14]. The insulating layer is simulated by Tedlar
whose thickness and thermal conductivity are Ht ¼ 0.175 mm and
kt ¼ 0.2 W/(m,K). The metallic interconnector is modeled by the
cooper strip with thickness Hc ¼ 0.1 mm and thermal conductivity
kc ¼ 401 W/(m,K). Then, the thermal resistances of the photovol-
taic cell, insulating layer and metal interconnector are
kpv ¼ 20.27 � 10�5 (K m2)/W, kt ¼ 0.875 � 10�5 (K m2)/W and
kc ¼ 0.02494 � 10�5 (K m2)/W. The n-type TE leg has the same
dimensions 4 mm � 4 mm � 4 mm as that of p-type, and their
material parameters are listed in Table 1. Temperature of the TE
module at the cold side is T0 ¼ 298 K. The external electrical
resistance equals that of the TE module.

For the typical geometric concentration factor C ¼ 1, 2, 3 and 4,
distributions of efficiency of the PV-TE device are shown in Fig. 5. It
is clearly seen from graph in Fig. 5 that efficiency of the hybrid
device given in Ref. [14] is in good agreement with results obtained
in the present study. This demonstrates the mathematical model
used in the present study is available.

5. Numerical results and discussions

Based on the photovoltaic-thermoelectric (PV-TE) model veri-
fied above, the fatigue cracking behavior and its effect on energy
conversion performance are analyzed subsequently. The photo-
voltaic module is simulated by the commercial silicon-based
photovoltaic cell. In the practical applications, the electric insu-
lation layer can be Tedlar and ceramic plate [14,27]. Here, the dense
ZrO2 ceramic plate is considered to model the electric insulation
layer. The thermoelectric (TE) legs are simulated by bismuth
telluride (Bi2Te3). The material properties of every components of
the hybrid devices are listed in Table 2. In this section, dimensions
of the hybrid devices used in the numerical examples are the same
as those given in Section 4. The thickness ratio of the silver paste to
the metal interconnector is Hs/Hc ¼ 0.01.



Fig. 4. Flowchart of evaluating fatigue cracking and its effect on energy conversion performance.

Table 1
Material parameters for thermoelectric legs presented in Ref. [14].

Parameter Value Unit

kn 3.3455 � 10�5T2 � 0.02335T þ 5.6063 W/(m,K)
kp 3.6156 � 10�5T2 � 0.02635T þ 6.2216 W/(m,K)
sn 1.5307 � 10�3T2 � 1.0806T � 28.3381 mV/K
sp 2.7438T � 3.6381 � 10�3T2 � 296.214 mV/K
1/rn (1.0571T2 � 10.1605T þ 3113.714) � 102 U,m
1/rp (1.5602T-15.7081 � 10�3T2-4466.381) � 106 U,m

Fig. 5. Efficiency validation of previous simulation with present study.
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5.1. Fatigue crack growth and lifetime evaluation

It was reported that the Paris’ constants were C1 ¼ 4.9 � 10�20

and C2 ¼ 2 for a cooper strip bonded to the bismuth telluride TE
928
module [44]. Fig. 6 presents the normalized crack length with
respect to the cyclic number. It is found that the fatigue crack
growth can be divided into three stages. Firstly, the micro-crack
slowly propagates and nucleates into a macroscopic crack with
the cyclic solar radiance. With the further propagation of crack, the
equivalent photovoltaic cell gradually delaminates from the TE
module. Physically, the crack hinders heat transferring from the
equivalent photovoltaic cell into TE module, this certainly in-
troduces a larger value of Tpv � T1 (a larger interlaminar thermal
stress) between the two adjacentmodules. As a result, crack growth
rate increases with the crack length in this stage. In the third stage,
the equivalent photovoltaic cell finally delaminates from the TE
module and the hybrid PV-TE system surfers the fatigue failure.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, the energy conversion performance and
lifetime of the hybrid devices are closely related to the crack length.
However, the crack length derived from Eq. (21) is an extremely
complex expression with respect to the cyclic number. There is a
real need to present a simple but useful expression of the fatigue
crack length to guide the engineering applications. Based on the
data shown in Fig. 6 and the data analysis software OriginPro 2021b
(Learning Edition), the crack length can be fitted as follows:

a
Hn

¼m1 þ
m2

N þm3
(22)

where N represents the cyclic number, m1, m2 and m3 are param-
eters related to material properties and can be determined by ex-
periments. For the typical C ¼ 80, the parameters shown in Eq. (22)
are determined as m1 ¼ 0.9847,m2 ¼ �587327 andm3 ¼ 598919. It
is found that the fitting expression agrees well with the analytical
solution. For the critical crack length ac/Hn ¼ 0.97, the fatigue life
derived from Eq. (22) is about NF ¼ 3.93 � 107. Additionally, the
analytical fatigue life is about NF ¼ 3.62 � 107. The error of fatigue
life between analytical solution and the fitting expression is 7.9%. In
a word, the fitting crack length with respect to cyclic number
shown in Eq. (22) is useful and can be accepted in the engineering
applications.



Table 2
Material properties of each component in the hybrid PV-TE device.

Parameters Value References Parameters Value References

l 0.9 [14] yt 0.333 [41]
href 15% [14] at [K�1] 8.78 � 10�6 [41]
bref [K�1] 0.004 [14] kc [W/(m,K)] 300 [42]
kpv [W/(m,K)] 148 [14] Ec [GPa] 119 [42]
Epv [GPa] 130 [40] yc 0.326 [42]
ypv 0.28 [40] ac [K�1] 17.7 � 10�6 [42]
apv [K�1] 2.92 � 10�6 [40] rc [U,m] 2.5 � 10�8 [42]
kt [W/(m,K)] 1.78 [41] ks [W/(m,K)] 420 e

Et [GPa] 114 [41] rs [U,m] 1.65 � 10�8 e

Parameters Value References

kn [W/(m,K)] �6.943 � 10�6T2 þ 5.41 � 10�3T þ 0.2008 [43]
kp [W/(m,K)] �1.294 � 10�5T2 þ 1.037 � 10�2T � 0.8501 [43]
rn [mU,m] 8.068 � 10�5T2 � 3.61 � 10�2T þ 13.74 [43]
rp [mU,m] �4.666 � 10�5T2 þ 9.326 � 10�2T � 14.37 [43]
sn [mV/K] 1.174 � 10�3T2 � 1.078T þ 57.8 [43]
sp [mV/K] �3.202 � 10�3T2 þ 2.504T � 269.1 [43]
an (ap) [10�5/K] �3.619 � 1014T�6.03 þ 1.316 [43]
En (Ep) [GPa] �0.015T þ 67.8 [43]
yn (yp) 0.23 [43]

Fig. 6. The normalized crack length with respect to the cyclic number (C ¼ 80,
href ¼ 15% and bref ¼ 0.004 K�1).

Fig. 7. Effect of electric insulation layer's thickness on lifetime (href ¼ 15%,
bref ¼ 0.004 K�1).
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For different values ofHt, Fig. 7 gives the fatigue life as a function
of the geometric concentration factor. Clearly, the fatigue life is
gradually reduced with the geometry concentration factor. This is
caused by the fact that a bigger value of C causes a higher thermal
stress in the hybrid devices. It is also found that lifetime of the
hybrid devices increases with the insulating layer's thickness.
Physically, a thicker insulating layer means a larger thermal resis-
tance between the photovoltaic cell and the TE module. Consid-
ering the value of kt ¼ Ht/kt is very small in the actual applications,
the increase of kt has very small influence on temperature of the
hybrid devices. In this regard, effect of variation ofHt on the lifetime
of the hybrid devices should be ignored. However, variation of Ht
will simultaneously change the equivalentmechanical properties of
the photovoltaic cell as shown in Eq. (A5). Considering the fact that
Ht < Hpv and at > apv, value of asolar certainly increases with ht. This
will reduce the difference between asolar and ae. This means a
decrease of the relative displacement between the equivalent
photovoltaic cell and the TE module. This indicates that t(x) in the
929
hybrid devices decreases with Ht. As a result, the lifetime of the
hybrid devices increases with Ht.
5.2. Effect of fatigue cracking on energy conversion performance

The crack hinders the heat conducting from photovoltaic cells
into thermoelectric module, this certainly affects performance of
the hybrid devices. For different types of the photovoltaic cells, the
electric powers generated by the hybrid devices versus the crack
length are presented in Fig. 8. The normalized crack length a/Hn¼ 1
denotes the TE module completely delaminates from the photo-
voltaic cell, and the photovoltaic cell works alone for this case.

For the photovoltaic cells with a small temperature coefficient
(e.g. bref ¼ 0.001 K�1), the electric power of the hybrid devices is
much bigger than that of the photovoltaic cell works alone. For
instance, electric power of the photovoltaic cell (bref ¼ 0.001 K�1

and href ¼ 10%) works alone and the hybrid device are 230.6 mW
and 248.6 mW. Inclusion of thermoelectric module with a photo-
voltaic cell improves the electric power by 7.8%. This means



Fig. 8. Power output of the hybrid devices versus crack length (C ¼ 80).

Fig. 9. Power output of the hybrid devices for photovoltaic cell with (a) href ¼ 10%,
bref ¼ 0.001 K�1 and (b) href ¼ 15%, bref ¼ 0.001 K�1..

Fig. 10. Distribution of power output versus of length of TE module without consid-
ering crack (href ¼ 15% and bref ¼ 0.001 K�1).
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photovoltaic cell with a small temperature coefficient is suitable for
combining with thermoelectric module to enhance total electric
power. With propagation of the fatigue crack, the electric power of
the hybrid devices gradually decreases to the same value as that of
the photovoltaic cell works alone. Physically, the crack growth
enlarges the electrical and electrical contact resistances of the
hybrid devices. This weakens the heat transferring from the
photovoltaic cell into the TE module. As a result, value of T1 is
decreased thus leads to PTE significantly reduced. This causes the
total power output decrease of the hybrid devices. For the photo-
voltaic cells with a large temperature coefficient (e.g.
bref ¼ 0.004 K�1), the electric power of the hybrid devices is much
smaller than that of the photovoltaic cell works alone. For instance,
electric power of the photovoltaic cell (bref ¼ 0.004 K�1 and
href ¼ 10%) works alone and the hybrid device are 230.6 mW and
223 mW. Inclusion of thermoelectric module with a photovoltaic
cell reduces the electric power by 3.3%. This means the photovoltaic
cells with a large temperature coefficient is not appropriate for
combining the hybrid PV-TE devices. Additionally, it is found that
the electric power of the hybrid devices firstly decreases then
climbs to a peak value with crack length when the photovoltaic
cells have a small reference efficiency and a large temperature co-
efficient (e.g. href ¼ 10% and bref ¼ 0.004 K�1). As described above,
the crack growth will lower the temperature of the hybrid system,
this simultaneously results in PTE decreasing and Ppv increasing. For
the small crack length, the value decrease of PTE is bigger than in-
crease of Ppv. As a result, value of PPV-TE decreases with crack length.
With the crack further propagation, improvement of Ppv plays the
chief role and leads to the increase of the electric power.

Measuring the crack length at the interface between the metal
interconnector and the TE module is extremely hard. Thus, the
direct evaluation of total electric power of the hybrid devices versus
crack length is inconvenient and unreasonable in the engineering
applications. The electric power with respect to the cyclic number
is given in Fig. 9. It is found that value of PPV-TE is inversely pro-
portional to value of N. The fitting expression of power output is
well agreement with that of the analytical solution. This means the
fitting power output with respect to cyclic number is useful and can
be accepted in the engineering applications. Since the crack length
is barely changed when the cyclic number is relative small (e.g. N <
104), the power output keeps a constant for this case. With the
further increase of the cyclic number, the crack sharply propagates.
930
This results in a decrease of the electric power. The electric power
output of the hybrid devices is inversely proportional to the cyclic
number.
5.3. Optimization of hybrid PV-TE devices

For different values of kt, Fig. 10 gives the electric power without
considering the fatigue crack, in which k0 ¼ 9.83 � 10�5 (K m2)/W.
Clearly, a larger thermal resistance results in a smaller electric
power of the hybrid devices. Physically, the heat flux becomes
harder to transfer from the photovoltaic cells into the (thermo-
electric) TE module when the hybrid devices have a bigger thermal
resistance. This means value of T1 � T0 decreasing and Tpv
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increasing with the thermal resistance. Based on the Seebeck co-
efficient, a lower value of T1 � T0 means a smaller power output
generated by the TE module [45,46]. Additionally, Eqs. (1) and (2)
indicate that value of Ppv gradually decreases with the working
temperature. This means the photovoltaic cells will lose the ability
of converting solar energy into electricity when its temperature is
high enough. As a result, the electric power of the hybrid device
decreases with the thermal resistance.

It is also found that PPV-TE firstly climbs to the maximum value
and then slides with L. Physically, the length increase of the TE
module simultaneously introduces a higher temperature of the
hybrid devices and a bigger electrical resistance. For the small value
of L, improvement of T1 � T0 plays the leading role. Thus, the total
electric power of the hybrid devices gradually climbs to the peak
value. With the further increase of length, the temperature increase
of the hybrid devices oppositely reduces the value of Ppv. Addi-
tionally, the Journal heat also increases with the electric resistance.
Resultant of these two effects results in a decrease of PPV-TE. Overall,
value of L can be optimized to get the maximum value of PPV-TE.

For the given materials and configuration of the PV-TE devices,
coefficient of thermal expansion of the equivalent photovoltaic cell
is asolar ¼ 7.053 � 10�6 K�1 by using Eq. (A2) in Appendix A. For the
different values ae/asolar ¼ 0.5, 1 and 2, Fig. 11 presents the distri-
bution of interlaminar shear stress without considering fatigue
crack. It is clearly seen from the paragraph that sign of t(x) for ae/
asolar ¼ 0.5 is opposite to that for ae/asolar ¼ 2. Physically, elongation
induced by free expansion of the TE module is smaller than that of
the equivalent photovoltaic cell for ae/asolar ¼ 0.5. This means the
TE module inhibiting elongation of the equivalent photovoltaic cell.
Therefore, the actual t(x) in the equivalent photovoltaic cell is along
the positive direction of x-axis in the region �Hn < x < 0, and along
the opposite direction in the region 0 < x < Hp. Similarly, the TE
module elongates the equivalent photovoltaic cell for ae/asolar ¼ 2.
For this case, the actual t(x) of the equivalent photovoltaic cell is
opposite to that for ae/asolar ¼ 0.5. Most importantly, it is noted that
t(x) is approximately vanished if ae ¼ asolar. This means t(x) in the
hybrid devices can be reduced by optimizing the value of ae and
asolar. Under the hypothesis that ane ¼ ape, Eq. (B4) presented in
Appendix B clearly shows that ae ¼ ane. This means value of ae is
independent of dimensions of the TE module. Therefore, thickness
of the photovoltaic module will be optimized to reduce the
Fig. 11. The interlaminar shear stress for different coefficients of thermal
expansion(C ¼ 80).
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interlaminar shear stress. By setting asolar ¼ ae and using Eq. (A2)
presented in Appendix A, one can obtain:

Hpv

Ht
¼ ðat � aneÞEt�

ane � apv
�
Epv

þ c
ðac � aneÞEc�
ane � apv

�
Epv

(23)

in which, c denotes the thickness ratio of the metal interconnector
to the insulating layer.

As shown in Eq. (23) that the thickness ratio Hpv/Ht is a function
with respect to ane and ape. In practical applications, values of ane
and ape are verified with the concentrated solar irradiance. To
vanish the interlaminar shear stress in the hybrid devices, thickness
ratio of the photovoltaic module to the insulating layer can be
optimized for different solar irradiances.

6. Conclusions

Crack propagation and its effect on the electric power of a
photovoltaic-thermoelectric (PV-TE) devices subjected to the cyclic
solar irradiance are analyzed. The thermoelectric (TE) module is
behind the photovoltaic (PV) cell sandwiched by an insulating layer.
For the PV cell with temperature coefficient bref ¼ 0.001 K-1, results
show that combining TE model with PV cell can improve electric
power by 7.8%. On the other hand, the total electric power reduces
by 3.3% when temperature coefficient is bref ¼ 0.004 K-1. The total
electric power of the PV-TE devices climbs to the maximum value
and then slides with the length of the TE module. With the prop-
agation of fatigue crack, the total electric power decreases when the
PV cell with a small temperature coefficient (e.g. bref ¼ 0.001 K-1)
but increases when the PV cell with a large temperature coefficient
(e.g. bref ¼ 0.004 K-1). A simplified yet useful expression for power
output prediction versus the cyclic number of solar irradiance is
given. It is found that the electric power is inversely proportional to
the cyclic number. By regulating the thickness ratio of the photo-
voltaic cell to the insulating layer as shown in Eq. (24), the inter-
laminar shear stress in the PV-TE devices can be eliminated thus the
fatigue life of the hybrid devices is greatly improved.
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Appendix A. Equivalent material properties of the
photovoltaic cell

For the photovoltaic cells subjected to a thermal load DT, the
thermally induced axial strain is: εpv-T ¼ apvDT þ Fpv/(EpvHpvW), in
which apv is coefficient of thermal expansion, Epv is elastic
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modulus, Fpv is the axial thermal force in the photovoltaic cell.
Similarly, the axial strain of the insulating layer and metal inter-
connector can be respectively written as: εt-T ¼ atDT þ Ft/(EtHtW)
and εc-T ¼ acDT þ Fc/(EcHcW), where at is coefficient of thermal
expansion, Et is elastic modulus and Ft is axial thermal stress of the
insulating layer; ac, Ec and Fc are coefficient of thermal expansion,
elastic modulus and axial thermal stress of the metal inter-
connector. Additionally, the force balance condition in axial direc-
tion indicates: Fpv þ Ft þ Fc ¼ 0. Based on the compatibility
condition of deformation, relationship among εpv-T, εt-T and εc-T
must hold: εpv-T(Hnþ Hp)¼ εt-T(HnþHp)¼ εc-T(HnþHp), this can be
used with the force balance condition to give:

Ft
EtHtW

¼ EcHcðac � atÞ � EpvHpv
�
at � apv

�
EpvHpv þ EtHt þ EcHc

DT (A1)

For the equivalent photovoltaic cell subjected to the thermal
load DT, the axial strain can be directly expressed as εsolar-

T ¼ asolarDT. By setting εsolar-T ¼ εt-T, one can obtain:

asolar ¼
EpvHpvapv þ EtHtat þ EcHcac

EpvHpv þ EtHt þ EcHc
(A2)

For the equivalent photovoltaic cell subjected to the external
axial force DF along the x-direction, the axial strain of the photo-
voltaic cell, the insulating layer and the metal interconnector are:
εpv-T ¼ Fpv/(EpvHpvW), εt-T ¼ Ft/(EtHtW) and εc-T ¼ Fc/(EcHcW), in
which Fpv, Ft and Fc are axial force components in the photovoltaic
cell, the insulating layer and the metal interconnector. The force
balance condition indicates the axial force components must hold
the following relationship: Fpv þ Ft þ Fc ¼ DF. Then, the compati-
bility condition of deformation εpv-F(Hn þ Hp) ¼ εt-F(Hn þ Hp) ¼ εc-

F(Hn þ Hp) can be used with the force balance condition to give:

Ft ¼ EtHt

EpvHpv þ EtHt þ EcHc
DF; Fpv ¼ EpvHpv

EtHt
Ft; Fc ¼ EcHc

EtHt
Ft (A3)

according to Hooke's law, the total deformations of the photo-
voltaic cell, the insulating layer and the metal interconnector along
the y-direction is: uy ¼ ypvεpv�FHpv þ ytεt�FHt þ ycεc�FHc, in which
ypv, yt and yc are Poisson's ratio of the photovoltaic cell, the insu-
lating layer and the interconnector. With the use of Eq. (A3), the
total deformation uy in y-direction can be rewritten as:

uy ¼ ypvHpv þ ytHt þ ycHc

EpvHpv þ EtHt þ EcHc

DF
W

(A4)

For the equivalent photovoltaic cell subjected DF along x-di-
rection, the axial strain in x-direction and the lateral deformation
along x-direction are: εsolar-F ¼ DF/(EsolarhW) and usolar-y ¼ ysolarDF/
(EsolarW), in which h ¼ Hpv þ Ht þ Hc represents the total thickness
of the equivalent photovoltaic cell. Now, by setting εt-F ¼ εsolar-F and
uy ¼ usolar-F, one can obtain the elastic modulus and the Poisson's
ration of the equivalent photovoltaic cell, those are:

Esolar ¼
1
h

�
EpvHpv þ EtHt þ EcHc

�
(A5)

ysolar ¼
1
h

�
ypvHpv þ ytHt þ ycHc

�
(A6)
Appendix B. Equivalent material properties of the TE module

According to the generalized Hooke law, the strain of an elastic
and isotropicmaterial subjected to a normal stress s is ε¼ (1� y2)s/
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E. For the thermoelectric (TE) module of Fig. 3 subjected to the
longitudinal stress s, elongation of the TE module along x-direction
is:

us¼ s

Ene

�
1� y2n

�
Hn þ s

Epe

�
1� y2p

�
Hp (B1)

where yn and yp are Poisson's ratio, Ene and Epe are equivalent elastic

modulus of TE legs defined as [29]: Eie ¼ R T1
T0 EidT=DT;ði¼0n0;0p0Þ, in

which DT ¼ T1 � T0, T1 and T0 are temperature at y¼ L and y¼ 0, En
and Ep are temperature-dependent elastic modulus.

The elongation of an equivalent TE module caused by the lon-
gitudinal stress s is use ¼ s(Hn þ Hp)/Ee. By setting us ¼ use, one can
obtain:

Ee ¼
EneEpe

�
Hn þ Hp

�
�
1� y2n

�
HnEpe þ

�
1� y2p

�
HpEne

(B2)

The total elongation of the TE module subjected to thermal load
DT is:

uT¼aneDTHn þ apeDTHp (B3)

where ane and ape are equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion

defined as [29]: aie ¼ R T1
T0 aidT=DT;ði¼0n0;0p0Þ, inwhich an and ap are

functions of versus working temperature.
Deformation of the equivalent TE module caused by the thermal

load DT can be directly written as uTe ¼ aeDT(Hn þ Hp). Then, the
equivalent coefficient of thermal expansion of TE module can be
expressed as:

ae ¼aneHn þ apeHp

Hn þ Hp
(B4)
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